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Abstract

The optimal strategy of the principal is examined in an enviro mLat

there are (ex post) limitations on the maximum penalty that can be

irpoedon a risk-neutral agent. Contrary to the case in which such limita-

icons are not imposed, it is in the principal's interest to deliberately

forego the opportunity to induce socially efficient behavior, and to in-

sta-d design a contract that induces the agent to realize an efficient

outcone only Ti the most productive state of nature and (perhaps) in certain

very unproductive states. The properties of the contract are examined in

detail, Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: 022, 026,

610.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the principal-agent model has received considerable

recognition as an important analytic device in the study of incentive schemies

au contracts anmong economic agents. (See, for example, the works of Ross

[18,19], Harris and Raviv [11], Holmstrom [13], Hurwicz and Shapiro [14], and

Shavell [23].) The particular version of the model that is explored in this

paper assures that the principal and agent: consummate an agreement at a point

in time when they share symmetric beliefs about the probability distribution

of a rancom state of narure, 0. The realization of 6, which is subsequently

observed by the risk-neutral agent (alone) before choosing his (unobservable)

level of effort, affects the productivity of such effort.

Harris and Raviv [10] show that in this, setting, the self-interested

principal can and will design a contract that induces an outcome in every

s-are of nature "hat is Pareto-efficit However, such a contract is

necessarily optimal for the principal only when institutions exist which

guarantee that the agent does not breach the contract after he observes 6,

no matter how debilitating compliance may be for the agent in that state.

In the absence of such institutions, -the contract that the principal will de-

sign is likely to be of a very different form.

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the properties of the contract

that will emerge between principal and risk-neutral agent when limits are

imposed on the maximum loss that the agent can be forced to bear as a con-

egn a f cntrcting wich the principal, Contracts which incorporate o;c

limits on the ex;post liability of the agent will be referred to as limited

liability contracts,

Contracts in which the liability of one or more parties is explicitly

limited are very commnon inL practice. Bankruptcy clauses, statements of con-

ditions under which breach of contract is permissible, aid provisions in
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corpora:e charters which limit the liability of each stockholder to the

vah:e of his shares are all examples of limited liability clauses. Contracts

which co-tain such clauses are particularly conspicuous in practice wenn:

1) information about risk is incomplete or cannot be attained at the same

cost by all parties to the contract (see [1]), -2) social-concerns warrant

subsidies for participation in certain activities (such as corporate invest-

Ment) (see [17, p. 177;), and 3) paternalism and/or equity consideration

mandate risk-spreading or the guarantee of a subsistence level of "well-being"

for each iember of society (see for example, [1,4}).

For the purposes of illustration and analytic convenience, this paper.

will initially focus on the special case of limited (zero) liability contracts

in which the agent has the legal right to disassociate himself from the. prin-

cipal withcut pnalty after observing the state of nature. It is shown that

in'this environmerit, the self-interested principal will design a contract that,

in all states except the one in which the agent is most productive and perhaps

in certain very unproductive states, induces outcomes that are ex post Pareto

inefficient. First, though, the interaction between principal and agent that

is analyzed in this paper is stated more precisely in Section 2, Section 2

also contains a brief comparison of the model c.sidered here to others in

the literature.

Aftee the rincial T s choice of a zero-liability contract is described in

detail a _c so0 ro induce inefficient outcomes in all but a selected few

sta - - se .Scto 3), an intuitive explanation of ths results

- is offered i cton 4. Then, in Section 5, more general forms of limited

liability; contacs are analyzed. The qualitative properties of the zero-

liabil it" cotrc are shown to be unaltered by the introduction of this

greater generality. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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2.- STATEMENT OF THE MODEL

in the :odel analyzed here, the principal owns a productive technology

that requires as an input the (action or) effort, a, of the risk-neutral

agent. Tis ffort, together with the realization of the random state of

nature, 9, determine the value of output produced, x, according to the relation--

ship := X(a,).

When a contract is agreed upon, both the principal and agent know the

distriuz:ion of G. It is only later that the agent (alone) observes the

actual realization of E, and then selects an (unobservable) action. The fact

that the principal can observe neither a nor 6 mandates that the contract

specify payants to the agent, S, as a function of x only. Any such contract

will only be accepted by the agent if it offers hima a level of expected

utility that exceeds his reservation utility level, U, the magnitude of which

is known to the principal.

In order to isolate the effects of liability limitations, all of the

potential risk-sharing attributes of any contract are eliminated by the assump-

tion that both the principal and agent are risk-neutral. It is assumed that

the principal's objective is to maximize the expected value of x - S(x), and

that the a en t's utility f unct ion is given by U(x, S) = S - W(x,6) , where

W(x,&) is the dollar value of the disutility to the agent of producing x

7
in st1atZef

.- ::1a al--abetic subser ipts indicat e par tial der ivat ives, U(-, -) is

assu~ a~g.u to be characterized by all but the last of the following

proper:ies. W(-, -) is also assumed to be characterized by Property (6) in

the proof oft ?roposition 2.
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Property (1): W (x,6) < 0. Property (4): W (x,O) .> 0.
8 x -0e

Property (2): -W (x,O) > 0. Property (5): W(0, *)
x x *

Property (3): W e(x,6) < 0. Property (6): 1xx(xQ) <0.xQ xxO

where0< . <...< 0.J_ n

These properties hold for all values of 6 and all nor-negative values of x.

.3
The inequalities are strict whenever x is strictly positive.

Properties (1) and (3) indicate that 0 can be thought of as a productivity

paramecer, where higher values of 0 correspond to states in which the agent is

more pr oduc t iv e and in which additional output is less onerous to produce.

Properties (2) and (4) indicate that in every state of nature, the marginal

disutility of effort to the agent is positive and increasing. (Property (6)

states that the agent's marginal disutility of effort increases less rapidly

i. 4hcr states of nature.) Property (5) simply ensures the existence of a

non-trivial solution to the problem at hand. It states that there is some

strictly positive level of output that can be produced by the agent in the

most productive state of nature without incurring a level of disutility which

exceeds the value of that output to the principal.

In what follows, outcomes of the interaction between principal and agent

will be ref er-ed to as either efficient or inefficient. An efficient outcome

is one that is ex most Pareto-efficient in the particular state of .nature that

prevails, and an inefficient outcome is any one that is not efficient. The

.a ofausu, ,.thai is efficient in state 0. is the one at wnich~ the

agent' s narginal disutility fromi generating an additional unit of output

coincides with the principal's valuation of such output, i *e., W (x*,0.) = 1.
x 1~ 1

Contracts will siiarly be classified in the ensuing discussion accord-

ing to whether or not they are "first-best". A firs't-best contract is one

that result: in the realization of an efficient outcome tLatever the state of
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nature thar is ultimately realized. A first-best contract, by definition,

maximizes the expected total surplus from production. The phrase "first-

best" is meant to suggest a comparison with the situation in which the

state of nature can be observed by the principal so that a forcing contract

(see {10]) can be designed to ensure that an efficient outcome is realized

in everyT state and that the agent receives no more than his reservation level

of utility in any state.

Earris and Raviv [10] have shown that under the conditions of asymmetric

informat ion considered here (and under even more general conditions, including

the possibility of risk aversion on the part of the principal), the contract

that maximizes the expected utility of the principal in the absence of

liability restrictions is a first-best contract of the form S(x)= x - k.

Her e, I is any expected surplus from efficient production in excess of that

required by the agent in- order contract with the principal, i.e.,

k=l p . {xi-(x, 68.)] - U1, where p .(> 0 V i) is the probability that 6.
. 11 1 1

i=1

will be realized. Under this contract, the agent pays k to the principal what-

ever the state of nature, and in return, retains the entire (efficient) value

of output that he chooses to produce.

Although this contract promises the risk-neutral agent his reservation

level of expected utility, when certain (of the lower) states of nature occur

the agent can do no better under this contract than suffer a loss in utility

below helevel achieved in autarky (i.e., if he had not contracted with the

contract~ but the institutinons that are assumed to exist throughou tthe.

principal-agent literature prevent him fron doing so.

For one or more of the reasons noted in the introduction, such institu-

tions may, in reality, not exist. Hence, it is of interest to determine how

the feasible contract that iax-iizes the principal's expected utility is
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alter ed the absence of institutions that bind the agent to any and all

eante afire - tnts. In particular, suppose that there isa mnaximnum pera-t

(i"e., a M .iu:: value focr S(')) that can be niposed upon the agent regardless

of th e outcome of his act ion. In such a situation, the pprincip al' s probl emn

can be zors ulated as f ollows:5

i .-- im~z eE {X(a<S,89>,G8) S

subj&>. :&:(i) a<S ,06>= argmax {S [X(a; 0) ] - X(at)}
a' eA

(PA)

(ii) S [X(a,O)]J > L VaEA and V6

(iii) E {S[X(a 8) - W(x,0) } > U0

and (iv) X(a,06) > 0 VO and VaeA.

In the formulation of (PA), A is the set of adnissable actions and L

is the ex ecta tions operator (over 0) . As defined in the self -selection con-

straint K) a<S 0U> is the action that the agent will take in order to :.ximzer

his utlity after he is presented with a contrast and. observes the state of

nature. mhis action is assumed to be unique.6 The limited liability .con--

s;traiit (i) can be interpreted (when x= 0) as a specification of the maxim'

fine t ta:: _- o sac upon the agent for failure to put forths any effort.

(Noe ~JJ),~ =W(0,08) = 0 VO. The individual rationality constraint
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Before the properties of the limited liability contract that the prin-

cipal i1 offer to the agent are discussed, a brief comparison of (PA) to

other models in the literature is offered here. To begin with, the fact that

the principal must design an incentive scheme for the agent in the absence of

complete information about either the true state of nature or the agent's

action distinguishes (PA) as a "principal-agent" problem as developed by Ross

[18, 19], Harris and Raviv [10, 11], Holnstrom [13], Shavell [23], and Grossman

and :art 19]. Furthermore, the nature of the information asymmetry implicit

in (PA) is identical to that considered by Harris and Raviv [10]. It differs

from the asymmetry considered in 19], [13], and [23] because in the present

study, the agent observes the true state of nature before he chooses an action.

The uncertainty in (PA), though, is similar to that analyzed in all of the.

aforementioned studies because the principal and agent share identical beliefs

abun the true tate of nature when they consummate an agreement to govern

their future interaction. It is in this respect that (PA) differs from the

models of Green [7], Green and Stokey [8], and Sappington [21, 22], all of

which explicitly consider precontractual information asymmetry.

It should also be noted that for the particular case of zero-liability

contracts discussed in Sections 3 and 4, the principal-agent relationship

briefly examined in [12] is a special case of the relationship captured in

(PA). This point will be developed further below.

";dels in the optimal-tax and price-discrimination literatures also

of consur.er characteristics (which is usually assumed to be continuous), is

knoen. by the governent ([16]) or by the discriminating monopolist ([5, 24,

25]), but the actual characteristic of any particular individual cannot be
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observed. It. is then the task of the government (monopolist) to design a

tax sche:e (revenue schedule) based solely on the observable income (purchases)

of consumiers in order to raximize social welfare (profit). The analogies to

(PA) seen apparent.

T:ere are a few studies which, like the present one, assume that the

distriution of the state of nature is discrete. Inasmuch, these studies

more closely parallel the present one. Notable among these studies is that

of Chiagand Spatt [3). Despite some fundamental differences between models,

many of the properties of the optimal (set of) contract(s) in their study are

analogous to the properties of the optimal limited liability contract

described below. It is also the case that many of the properties of the

optimal insurance scheme described in [25] for the case in which 9 may take

on one of only two values have their counterpart in the simple zero-liability

contract illustrated in Figure 2 in the following section.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF ZERO-LIABILITY CONTRACTS

The solution to (PA) is most easily derived by solving the following

equivalent problem (PA'):

n

Maximize . p.[x. - S.]
.1 1 1

* Ci) S. - U(x.,O.) L Vi (PA')
1 1 1

n

(i1v) x. >0
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Where x. is the value of output produced by the agent in state 6 and
1 1

S is tha associated compensation. The equivalence of (PA) and (PA') is

discussed in Appendix A, and is a direct extension~ of the work on direct

mechanisms contained in [12].

For the purposes of expositional and analytic convenience, the solution

to (PA) will be explored in this .section and the following one for the special

case in which L = U*. Such a contract will be referred to as a "zero-liability

contra:t because the agent has nothing to lose if he accepts it. The zero-

liability contract mandates that even if the agent decides to put forth no

effort after he observes the state of nature, the principal must compensate

the agent with a payment equal in magnitude to his expected return had he

decided not to contract with the principal at all, and instead chose autarky.

Thus if, for example, the risk-neutral agent were willing to accept any

a :7ct on whi-h he expected to breah even (i.e., U = 0), a zero-liability

contract would require that the agent not be charged a fee if, after

observing 6, he chose autarky rather than continuing in the employ of the

principal. In Section 5, it is shown that the results derived below do not

change qualitatively when a wide range of values for L are admitted.

Because a primary focus of this research is to determine whether the

principal will offer the agent a first-best contract in the presence of

limitations on t:e liability of the agent, it is of interest here to examine

that zer.-li:bility contract which, among all first-best such contracts, is

first-test,- zero-liability contract that will be accepted by the agent as

long as the expected surplus from efficient production exceeds the agent' s

reservation level of expected utility, i.e., as long as k > 0, a condition

that is assumed to hold throughout this work. HoweverT, because the agent
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receives the entire value'of any output produced and the principal's payoff
is identical1l zero under this contract, it is not surprising that the

principal :111 never offer this feasible, first-best, zero-liability contract

to the agent, as Proposition 1 indicates.

Pro sition1. Among all feasible zero-liability contracts that are also

first-best, the one that is most preferred by the principal

(a) has the agent produce (without compensation) zero output in all (of

the lowest) states for which W (0,0) > 1.
x -

*
(b) leaves the agent indifferent between autarky and producing x in t}

m

lowest states, 6m, for which Wx (0,0 ) 1.

(c) leaves the agent indifferent in any state 6. > 0 between producii
1 m

* *

x.and produicing x. 1

noe

= : proof of Proposition 1 is rele ated to Appendix B

In order to illustrate the contract described in Proposition 1, a numerical

example along the lines of the special case examined in [12] is -illustrated in

Figure 1. Here, n = 2, 0 = 1, 62 = 2, U* = 0, and W(x,6) =_(x/^) 2,so
1'

* *
that x = 1/2 and x2 = 2. In the least prop, ctive state, 6, the agent

*
receives no surplus from production as S(x ) is set at 1/4, the level of

*. .
disutility incur-ed in the production of x 1 . In state e2, however, the

*
disu:il: =oe agent from producing x is only 1/16. Therefore, in order

1'

to i2uce:7: :oot to produce x 2  instead of x 1  when 62 occurs, S(x 2 )

: b i. xcess c f W(:2'. 2) ( = 1) by the anount cf the surplus the

age,.: coold ralize if he produced x, i.e., S(x) - V(x ,62) = 3/16.1-111' -

Thus, the least-costly method by which the principal can ensure that an

efficient outcome vill be realized in both states of nature without violating

the agent's zero-liability status is to offer the agent the contract that

consists of allocations A and B in Figure 1.
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The agent's state-dependent preferences are. illustrated in Figure 1 by

two representative indifference curves labelled U A -6.) for each state

6. i = 1, 2. The agent's utility increases with movements in a northwesterly

direct:on. Thae shape of the indifference curves is determined by the assu;;ed

for ofTW(x,3) which satisfies Properties (1) through (6). Note that the

is indifferent between A and autarky in state 61, and between A and

B in sLate C2. Although not shown, the principal's indifference curves are

a series of parallel lines with slope of unity. The principal's utility

inc res-e to the southeast in Figure 1.

The "contiguous-state indifference" (CSI) structure of this contract (so

named because the agent's ex post utility level is the same in state 8.

whether he actually produces x. or the output, x 1  that he would produce

if 6 were the true state) corresponds closely to results presented by
i-1

ot7er authors. -arris and Townsernd [2], for example, arrive at identical

conclusions for the principal-agent problem that they consider. Their model,

in which the agent knows the value of 0 before contracting with the principal,

is formally equivalent to the model considered here with L = U* (since a

maximum liability level equal to the agent's reservation level of expected

utility ensures that the agent will never be worse off than in autarky, which

is also the case in the model of Harris and Townsend). The optimal insurance

scheme discussed in [25] in which two states (consumer types) are permitted,

as well as the optinal set of "time-price" contracts analyzed in [3] also

the s lution~ to (PA) with L = U*, or the zero-liability contract,.that.

maximi zes the prin cipal's expected utility, also has this same structure. The

properties of tis contract are described more fully in Theoremr 1.
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Theoren ~. The zero-liability contract that maximizes the expected utility

of the principal

(a) consists of k + 1 distinct allocations; k (< n) positive

allocations (i.e., (x.,S.) pairs with x. > 0) and autarky
l'11

(0,0), 8

(b) has x. (and therefore S. S(x.)) non-decreasing in 0.

(c) extracts all of the surplus from positive production from the

agent in (only) the lowest state of nature in which positive

production is induced, and promises the agent no payoff in any

lower state.

(d) exhibits the same CSI structure as the first-best contract described

- in Proposition 1.

(e) induces the agent to pro=uce the -efficient value of output only in

the highest state of nature and in those (lowest) states for which

w (0,) .> 1. In all other states, the value of output produced byx-

the agent will fall short of its efficient level.9

Proof of Theorem 1.

With L = U*, the individual rationality constraint (iii) is not binding,

so that the L.agranian function associated with (PA') is

n n

+ E .S Ix,. >-- Z . - ,.)- U*]..L)

i=1*
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!fter irir x.- L teeess~aryconditions for a naxi:num ca: be sh cwi-

n n

JT1 3T 1

n
p,[I - W (x .. )1] + E 3.. [W (x,,6.) - U (x.,8.)1 0 (1.2)

1 x 1131x1
J-1 1 Xa] 21

Conditon (b) .follovs from an argument by contradiction. If x, < x. for
2z 3

some i > j , then sLrce S.. - S. < e. x,)0. by the (i,j) th

self--select ion constraint, S. - S. < VI(x.,O) 1 x(x .,e8,) by Property
3 1 J33 131

~, which viol.. es the (j ,i) th self-selection constraint.

The remainder of the proof is outlined here for the case in which k = n.

The more general proof is more corapJ i cared and tedious, but employs the same

techcues outlined below.

Employing techniques analogous to those used to prove Proposition 1, it can

be shown that for each 1=1, ... ,n K. = 0 V j > i+l and Vj < i-i.

Further orea, .it can be shown that if K,. 1 > 0, then K 1 .- 0

.i~cusiicn1 also d iscusses the arguments which reveal that

i-i - Z p1, ~ Ji ,...,nhihproves C 1 iic~ (d).

k-l



1

And, since > 0, P. 0 Vj, so that W(x ,6 ) = 1
nnnn- ~ n '

which proves the first s.atement in condition (e

Finally, from (1.2),

p[1 - w (x5,P)( [1 - E pk x.,.) - W (x.,i+1)] (1.3)
' x 1 1 k klx 1 1 xi 1

k =1

Hence, since the right hand side of this equation is strictly positive by

Prooerty (3), Ix (x.,6.) < 1 which, by Property (2), proves condition (e).
- -x 1 1

Q.E.D.

The zero-liability contract that maximizes the expected utility of the

princinl is depicted in Figure 2 for the special case illustrated in Figure 1.

Here, F. and 6 are assumed equally likely to occur. As indicated by
2

condition (e) of Theorem 1, the main difference to note is that this contract

(consisting of points A' and B') will now induce the agent to produce an

2 1 *
ineff-iciertly small output x = - - = x when 6 occurs. Note also,p 1 7 2 1 1

that the payment to the agent for producing the efficient value of

outpu (2) when 02 occurs is only 52/49, which is less than the payment

(19/16) awarded the agent for such production under the first-best limited

liability contract most preferred by the principal. Herein lies the advantage

to the principal of intentionally inducing inefficient production when. compelled

to respect limitations on the agent's liabilit . This advantage is developed

more completely in the following section.

.CARTIVE STATICS AND AN EXPLANATION OF THE FINDINGS

- -- ::a in Section 3 that the derivat ion of the rzero-liabilit y

-contract most pref erred by the principal when there are only two states of

nature is formally equixvalenit to the problem considered in [12]. Therefore,

it is perhaps not surprising that two important conclusions of the present

study are not at all dissimilar to the observations of Harris and Townsend.
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First. the authors essentially prove that x < x~ as illustrated in

Figure 2. Theorem 1 is the generalization of this finding (and the results

in Section 4 further generalize the observation). Second, the authors

essentially point out for their two-state example that although the structure

of the first-best contract described in Proposition 1 does not depend upon

the rrincipal's beliefs, the value of the output that the agent will be

induced to produce in any state when the principal is not restricted to first-

best con'racts will generally depend upon these prior beliefs. It.is the

purpse o this section to define this dependence precisely, and then to

emiplcy the findings derived here to more fully explain the structure of the

limited liability contract derived in Theorem 1.

Proposition 2 analyzes the manner in which the zero-liability contract

most preferred by the principal depends upon the principal's beliefs about

t tributio.. of 6. The proposition makes use of the following notation:

0 =-the set of all 6. for which the agent produces x', under the contract
J 2.

described in Theorem 1, i = 0,1,...,k where x0 = 0,

Ii = the set of numerical subscripts on those 0. .. ,
J

i 1
6 In= minimum { 1, and P = . p.

1 je 1J

Pr.position 2. Let < x'.< . x be the k( <n) distinct, positive

alues of output that along with autarky (x') constitute the solution to

(P-) . If Properties (1) through (6) are satisfied, the following compa-

e 3::Ecresults hold:

(i) x~ increases as p. (jJ.I) increases and ph(hdI i <. z < k)

decreases by a corresponding magnitude.

(ii) x, increases as p.(jI increases and p(hc.I 0O< z < i < k)

decreases by a corresponding magnitude.
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(iii) x . increases as p.jJ 0 < z < i) increases and

Ph( 1Y i < y < k) decreases by a corresponding niragnitude.

ir) x t. is unaffected when p. (jel') increases and p (gyp. )
z3- 3 3

ecreases by a corresponding magnitude.

Prco t ro osition_2.

The mor general counterpart to equation (1.3) in the proof of Theorem 1

can be shown to be

mn ~~i-1lm ril
Pr[-gym 0 ) ]1_(1-_ZPF) [w (x r, 0. ) -W(x ? >1. (2 .P1 xi' i+I r x ix 1i1'i-1Ii1

1)

i-1

prove that B(x .) _[P 1/[i1 E P. I
i i r-0r

This equation can be rearranged to

ini d efin ed to e the ratio of {w Cx m~
3~)n W x' 0 a~) t

1x j 1 )x i i+1

x\ 1 111I

The derivative of B(") with respect to x., B' (x') , can be shown to be strictly
12i

ositi ve using Properties (3), (4) and (6) and cndit ion (e). of Theorem 1.

Now d B(x'.) /dD
i-1

E Pryr 
0

-.- !',/ fZor hiZ

for j tI,

nrei < Z < k,

-B(='.) [dB(x.) /dp.]}
3-1 3

dB (x.)i /dn,
Z ri

i-i
r =o

for r hel Z 7~z 1, and j 6:I
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Results (i) through (iv) than follow from these derivatives, noting that

B(x .) < 1 i and that since B' (x'.) > 0, any increase in B(-)

Amin 7in
corresponds to an increase in x. for constant values of . and

l 1 i+1

Q.E.D.

?rnosition 2 provides the missing link to a complete understanding of

theliited liability contract that maximizes the expected utility of the

principal. Consider the implications of Proposition 2 for the simple example

illustred in Figure 2. As was noted above, if he designs the contract such

that the agent is compensated for producing an inefficiently small output in

*
the lower state of nature (i.e., if he setsxl < x ), the principal reduces

the magnitude of the payment needed to induce a higher level of output (x2)

in the more productive state, 82. And more generally, when designing a

limited liability. contract, the principal weighs the expected benefits of

rting x. below x. (benefits which accrue in the event that some state
1 1

above .S. is realized) against the costs of inefficiency (costs which are

borne if0 . is realized). Thus, as states above 8. become more likely

and 6. itself less likely, ceteris paribus, x. will be set further below
1 1

: 11
x. in the contract most preferred by the principal. In the example in

Figure 2, the greater is p2  relative to p1 , the smaller will be the value

of x.

I shoeuld e noted, too, that because the benefits associated with

is~dengan ineciicient outcome in any state are realized only when higher

sta:es or naarae occur, there are no incentives for the principal to induce

an-,fiin outcome in the highest state of nature. Furthermore; the '

distribunion of S and the technology may be such that in some states, the

exoected benef its of elevating x. above the level of x. 1 in the contract
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selected by the principal are outweighed by the expected costs. Under such

circumstances, x. and x. will coincide and the limited liability
i-1-1

contract offered to the agent will be a "pooling" contract in the terminology

of stiglitz [25].

Finally, it should be emphasized why the foregoing concerns are relevant

only in the presence of limited liability restrictions. Absent any floor on

the payoff to the risk-neutral agent, any rent that the agent may gain when

the principal expands x. to its efficient level in each state 0. can be

effectively negated by demanding that the agent pay a larger lump sum payment

in order to contract at all. Consequently, it is only when limited liability

constraints are binding that social efficiency and private utility maximization

for the principal are not coincidental.

5. GENERALIZATION OF TEE RESULTS

The findings in Section 3 and 4 were derived under the assumption that

L = U*, so that the individual rationality constraint ((iii) in (PA)) imposed

no restrictions on the principal's choice of a contract beyond those imposed

by the limited liability constraints. In thi:* section, it is demonstrated

that the qualitative results derived above are unchanged when more general

values of L are admitted. It is also shown that the principal will offer the

agent a fir s:-best contract if L is sufficiently negative.

r servation level of expected utility (i.e., whenever LklJU), the individual

rationality constraint (iii) in (PA) is not binding. Und er such circumstances,

therefore, the techniques outlined. above can be directly employed to show that

the limited liability' contract most preferred by the principal has the sane
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properties as the zero-liability contract described by Theorem 1 and equation

(2.1) in the proof of Proposition 2. The only difference is a shift in the

"origin" of the contract , so that in the lowest state in which positive.

production takes place, the agentrs compensation leaves him indifferent

between carrying out such production and providing no effort in return for

a payment of L.

Similarly, for values of L that are less than but "close" to U*', the

zero-libility contract described in Theorem 1 and equation (2.1) (with an

appropr.iate shift in the origin of the contract) may provide non-negative

expected utility to the agent, and will therefore be chosen by the principal

for these smaller values of L. However, for L sufficiently smaller than

U*, t aforementioned zero-liability contract (with shifted origin) may not

provide the agent with a level of expected utility that exceeds his reservation

evel. Consequ tly, in order to induce the agent to become party to the

contract, the principal must transfer some expected surplus to him. The best

way to do so from the principal's point of view is, loosely speaking, to

maintain the CSI structure of the zero-liability contract but increase the

*
level of each x. towards x.. This procedure increases the surplus that the

1

principal. expects to award the agent, but is preferable to granting the agent

a simple lump-sum bonus (.in some or all states of nature) because it induces

additional output from the agent in each state in return for payments which

are less than tha value of the output to the principal. The more binding is

the :iviuaL raionality constraint at the optimum, the smaller is the

discrerancy' between each x. and the corresponding x. in the optimal.

.contr:act, and thus the "closer" is the contract that the principal will

design to a first-best contract. For L sufficiently far below U*0, the two

will coincide.
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To make those observations more precise, let represent the Lagrange

mlutilier associated with the individual rationality constraint (iii) in

(PA') . It can be shorn that at the optimum, 0 < < 1, and @ is larger

the smaller is L, ceteris paribus. 6 = 0 corresponds to the situation in

which the solution to (PA') is the zero-liability contract described in

Theorem 1 w ith the appropriate shift in its origin. 1 corresponds to the

situation in which the individual rationality constraint is the only constraint

thet is binding at the optimum. In the latter case, because the agent is

risk-n.eutral, the principal will select a first-best contract. Among

the solutions to (PA') when = 1 is a first-best contract of the general

form described in Proposition 1, but where the agent's ex post utility level

in the least productive state is sufficiently large (_> L) to ensure that the

agente' expected utility under the contract is identicallyU*.12

Por those cases in which 0 < 6 < 1 (i.e., whenever some. limited lia-

bility constraint is binding at the optimum as well as the individual ration-

ality constraint), the solution to (PA') has the usual CSI structure, leaves

the agent's ex post utility level at L in the lowest state for which posi-

tive production is induced, and (using the notation which precedes Proposi-

tion 2) has each of the k distinct, positive output levels, x', determined.

by the equation:

i-1 min i min
.r- - r P ] W (x .',.) + [1 - P ] W (x' , 8. ) =

r0r xiir0r xi 1 +1

i xmin min

C [1 - Z P ]f [W (x.,G. ) - W~ (x, ) ]
r=0 r x i 1i+l x ii

Using techniques analogous to those employed in the proof of Theorem 1,

it can be sbovn that wh±enever # < 1 at the optimum, x. will fall short

of x. in all states of nature for which W (0,O) > 1 except the very highest
X
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Thus, the qualitative results discussed in Sections 3 and 4 are largely-

unaltered by the introduction of more general liability limits. Efficiency

with- strictly positive output is attained only in the highest state of nature

under the limited liability contract selected by the principal when L is

sufficiently large relative to the agent's reservation level of expected

util0c. As L becomes smaller and smaller relative to this benchmark,

though, the value of output produced in every state under the limited liability

contract :ost preferred by the principal approaches its efficient level, until

efficcy is aceieved in every state when the liability constraints are no

longer binding.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main thrust of this research has been to show that when the principal

is compelled to respect the limited liability status of the risk-neutral agent,

the principal will generally not offer the agent a first-best contract. The

form of the limited liability contract that the principal will design was

derived and explained in detail.

In closing, a few additional issues are raised . First, it has been

assumed throughout that the. relationship between principal and agent was an

exclusive one. The presence of pre-contract competition among agents, though,

is unlikely co ce sufficient to guarantee that a f irst-best contract will

u'ti ~ e ra'ized between the principal and the "winning" agent . If,

for -s-aa ;s:ate of nature can cnly be observed after specialized plant

and equipmet: has been installed and production has begun, it may be necessary

(and socially optimal in order to avoid duplication of facilities) for the

principal to contract with only a single agent. And although the princ ipal
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may benefit from: initial bidding among agents for the right to produce, the

final linited liability contract signed will be of the form derived above,

and therefore generally not first-best. It is only if there is significant

competition among identical agents, each of whom knows the actual realization

of 9 before contracting with the principal (contrary to the scenario

consie:ed here) that an outcome which is ex post Pareto-efficient will be

ensured,

Second, it should be noted that throughout the foregoing analysis the

agentT ;as assumed to be risk-neutral. If the agent were risk-averse, however,

the oualitative results reported in Theorem 1 would be unlikely to change.

Irst ead, there would be an additional reason for the principal to choose other

than a first-best contract; namely, to take advantage of the risk-sharing

proper ties offered by contracts that are not first-best (properties discussed

for example, [13] and {23]).

Finally, because the principal and agent were assumed here to share sym:raetri

beliefs about the distribution of 8 before a contract is agreed upon, some

important complications were omitted from the analysis. In particular, in

the absence of symmetric precontractual beliefs, the principal and agent will

not necessarily agree upon whether any particu.ir contract .-(of -the limited

liability variety or otherwise) provides a level of expected utility for the

agent that exceeds his reservation level. An analysis of this particular

copl:aion _r ~<other related ones can be found in [21] and [22].
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Figure 1. The Principal' s Preferred First-Best
Zero-Liability Contract (A, B).
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Figure 2. The Principal's Preferred
Zero-Liability Contract (AT, B't )
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FOOTNOTES

1. A number of authors, including Holmstrom [13] and Lewis [15], have noted

that liability limitations may be important to consider in this context.

2. More explicitly, following [13] and [14], the agent's utility function is

assumed to be separable. in effort and income, so that UA(a,S) = S - V(a)..

Then, if V'(a) > 0, and if a = g(x,e) is the minimum amount of effort

required to produce x in state 0, the stated form of the agent's

utility function follows if W(x, 8) = V(g(x,G)).

3. It should be noted here that for expositional convenience, Properties 1

through 6 are stated as if the distribution of 0 were continuous. This

distribution is, however, assumed to be discrete throughout the ensuing

analysis. The assumption of a discrete distribution facilitates the comparativE

sta:ics analysX in Section 4.

The assumption also adds strength to the conclusion that the optimal

limited liability contract is not first-best. Sappington [21] has shown

that the set of contracts between principal and agent that are first-best

when 9 has a continuous distribution is a proper subset of the set of

first-best contracts when the distribution of 0 is discrete. Therefore,

a finding that the principal will-not offer the agent a limited liability

contract that is first-best when 0 has a continuous distribution would

not necessarily imply that the same is true when 6 has a discrete distri-

4. One such "institu.tion" may simply be the requirement that the agent pay the

lump sun, k, (e.g., post bond) at the time when the contract is signed. This

institution may not be feasible, however, when the agent's total resources are

less than k and when he cannot acquire income insurance.
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Furthermore, because any insurance plan which yields a positive

expected profit to a third party is also profitable for the principal

(assuming this third party can observe neither 0 nor a, and shares

the same beliefs about the distribution of 0 with the principal and

agent), any income insurance not provided in the optimal contract between

principal and agent will not be forthcoming from any but a risk-loving

source.

5. An alternative formulation of interest would put a lower limit on the

epnost utility level of the agent. However, since the principal cannot

verify the state of nature in this model, it is plausible to assume that

the courts (or other legal institutions) would also be unable to verify

Q. Consequently, any limitation based explicitly upon the state of

nacure would be inherently unenforceable.

Similarly, because the agent's actions are unobservable, the lia-

bility restrictions considered here cannot be of the form considered

in 12] and 16], wherein the extent of the agent's liability depends upon

the action (care) that he chooses to take.'

6. In the event that the agent is indifferent among two or more actions,

it is assumed (here and throughout the principal-agent literature)

t ar= e will select the one most preferred by the principal.

7 -It shoul also be noted rere that although (PA) formally captures the

i:_teraction between two risk-neutral parties, the formulation does admit

another interpretation. If the agent is risk-neutral over all payoffs that

exceed L, but associates infinite disutility with any payoff below L,

then the limited'liability constraint (ii) is simply a necessary condition
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for the agent's expected utility under the optimal contract to (weakly)

exceed his reservation level of expected utility (assuming x to be finite).
n

Thus, for an agent who exhibits this type of infinite risk aversion, (PA) and

the 'standard' formulation of the principal-agent problem are equivalent.

Consequently, the finding that the risk-neutral principal bears all of

the risk associated with payoffs below L in the solution to (PA) (see

Theore-. ) is consistent with the work of Shavell [1979]. In addition, the

results presented in Section 5 are sufficient to prove that the expected

utility of the principal varies inversely with L (the "point" of infinite

risk aversion for the agent). Hence, the principal would prefer, other things

equal, to contract with that agent for whom' L is smallest. This finding is

similar in nature to Ross' [20] conclusion that when permitted to choose among

"public agents," the principal will prefer to contract with that agent whose

degree of risk aversion is (in a sense defined precisely by Ross) most similar

to his own.

8. More precisely, the zero-liability contract that the principal will select

need not always explicitly include autarky. For example, the contract

illustrated in Figure 2 consists only of allocations A' and B'. however,

the inclusion of (0,0) would not alter the expected utility of either

principal cr agent. Consequently, because there is no loss in generality

if aucarkyt is :.ways included in the zero-liability contract chosen by

nr co. : onven or i; ai!ntaied for analytic non'ani~nca.

It shoniad also be noted here that the agent can be dissuaded from

-producing an output other than one of the k+l levels called for under the

contract by Cf faring him the least possible compensation, L, for any such

product ion.
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9. In par:i cular, the agent nay be induced to produce zero output in some

states for w:hich V (0,0) < 1.

10. In the nore complete proof of Theorem 1 (i.e., where k may be strictly

less than n), it is first necessary to prove that x < x before one
n-1 n

can acoclude that x= x . An outline of this proof is presented in
n n

11. Of course, a contract that is not first-best provides strictly less total

expecced surplus than does a first-best contract. Fowever, the first-order

effect on the total surplus of a deviation from the first-best contract is

zero since the total surplus in any state 0. is x. - W(x.,8.), and the
1 1 1 1

derivative of this expression with respect to x. when evaluated at x.

is identically zero. Consequently, some deviation from the first-best

.contract will always be pursued by the principal when the limited liability

cstraints are binding.

12. The lump sum contract S(x) = x - k that provides the agent with only his

reservation level of expected utility is also a solution to (PA') whTen

= 1. This lump 'sum- contract would constitute the unique solution to an

analogous problem in which the principal wer- risk-averse.
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APPENDIX A

A brief outline of the proof of the equivalence of (PA) and (PA') is pre-

sented here.

I.. Prove that any solution to (PA). is a'solution to (PA ) .

A. Let S(x), a<S,e>, and x = x(a,6) solve (PA).

B. Show that S(x) and x satisfy the constraints in (PA'). Here,

it is important to note that since the payment to the agent must

never fall below L regardless of the output produced, were his

ex post utility ever to fall below L, the agent would not be

acting rationally as he could always do better if he were to

supply no effort.

C. Prove, by contradiction, that IS(x) and x maximize the objective

function in (PA'), utilizing the fact that they maximize the ob-

jective function in (PA).

I. Prove that any solution to (PA') is a solution to. (PA). The proof is

analogous to that outlined in I.

III. Conclusion: Since any solution to (PA) is a solution to (PA')}, and

any solution to (PA') is a solution to (PA), the two problems are

equi valenit.
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APPENDIX B

Proof Of Proosition 1.

The form of the zero-liability contract which, among all first-best

contracts, is preferred by the principal is derived by minimizing
n
I p.S. subject to constraints (1) through (4) in (PA'), with L

. ~ 2i 1
i=1

set equal to U* and x. equal to x. for all i=1,.. ,n. By definition,

the ef icient value of output is zero in any state for which the disutility

to the agent of producing positive output exceeds the value of that output to

the principal. Hence, condition (a) follows.

Since L = Uh,. the individual rationality constraint (iii) is redundant in

light of the zero liability constraint (ii) , and can be ignored.

Considering, now,- only the (n-m+l) states for which x. > 0, the necessary

can:iions for a maximum reveal that

n n
p.+.E f3.. = y. +.E 9.. V i=m,...,n (Bl.1)
i3=r: 31 1 j=m 1j

ji j4i

where S.. is the non-negative Lagrange multiplier associated with the
iJe

self-selection constraint (i) , and y. the corresponding multiplier for

the limited liability constraint (ii).

To prove that y = 0 V i > m assume the contrary. Then, using the self-

selec:ion conit *and Property (1), it follows that

a*

U"=- W(x.,6.) > S. - W(x. 0.).
i i i. = 1.-1-1

> S il- W(x. 0 )
i-1 .i-l, i-l

which is a violation of. the limited liability constraint in state G
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n
consecue ntly-, it follow;s that Y - k > 0 by summning the above.

nl-:^-ri necessary conditions. This proves condition (b), using the complementary

slacknass condition for the limited liability constraint in state 8
mn

To prc";eth at P.. = 0
13

V j >1i+ 1 for all 1~=m,.. a ,,.-2, assume the

cont r ' .

Then s* 11 =
xi

on seoumtly, s , - S. > W(x. ,e.) - W(x 0)
j y+1l*= 3Z

> Wi (x. 0
T

14 (x
i+1' 8 i+l

by Property- (3) .

or equiva1ieritly, S 1i-'1 WV(x.+ 0 1+) C

one of the self -selection constraints.

S . - W(x .0 ~ ) which violat e s
_1 j 4

Similar techoniques show that i.. = 0 u j < i-i for all
13

F inally, a s iailar proof by contradiction reveals that if

3 lI,

And, yo 3.I) - P + % r >-l 0Qso that

1 n+2,. an

. > 0, then

M)ml 0 and
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n
A strai 'h: for aard induction argume~nt reveals that r ~p > 0

-i k-i- k
in. Hence, by the complemrentary slackness condition associated

with the self-selection constraints, condition (c) of Proposition1 follows.
Q. E .1.
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Legrma. In an n-state world (n > 2) , the zero-liability contract chosen by

the principal has x > x .
n-n-1

rutlin ofProof. There are two distinct cases to consider.

CASE I. =0.n ,-1 =0

In this case, since W (0,8 ) < 1 by Property (5) , the. principal
x r_

yill be strictly better off if he sets x > 0 (x <x1) and

nn
S ( ) = Wir(-4,90) rather than having xn= n()= 0. Fur thermorennn

the agent's expected utility is unchanged by this alteration and

none of the self-selection constraints are violated.

CASE IIA. x > 0 and x <x. .
n-1 n-1. n

In this case, the principal's expected utility is strictly increased

if, instead of setting x = xn, he sets x= x + E
*

(< 3 x - x ) and S E- S(x ) such that S - W(* ,O ) -

n n-i n n n n n

S - W(x , ) . Also, such an alteration neither reduces the
n-1 n-1- n

agent's expected utility nor causes him to change his production

decision in any of states 0 through 6 .

CASE IIB. x , > 0and x .>.x

- .p proof of this case is similar to those discussed above, wherein

w feasible contract that is strictly preferred by the principal

n-.h n-.i n n

Q.E.D.
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